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1st Quarter 2018 Market Review 
The Quarter Where Everything (and Nothing) Happened 
The first quarter of 2018 ended basically where it started. But in-between, we saw a lot of drama, complete with 3 acts: 
 

• January: Risk on. Dow reached highs of 26,000, with domestic, value, growth and international stocks all ending the month well into positive territory. 
• February: Volatility returns with a bang. We have the largest point drop in the history of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, followed by a second 

significant drop of over 1000 points. Although these moves were nowhere near historic in percentage terms, they sparked widespread media 
coverage. We see an unusual correlation among all asset classes trending down in unison. 

• March: Tech wreck. News related to Amazon and Facebook (which make up about 4% of the S&P 500 components) causes losses in the tech 
sector. This also impacted broader indices, causing equity markets to end the quarter flat. 

 
These 3 wildly different months are a classic argument for prudent diversification. Volatility is back, but the current market environment is not unusual, 
apocalyptic, or “a new normal.” It’s just plain old normal. What has been abnormal is how accustomed investors became to low volatility. By February 12, 
2018, stocks had already matched the number of 1%+ daily moves in all of 2017. It’s a good thing our portfolios are all designed to weather a variety of market 
environments. 
 
We do expect 2018 to be a more ‘normal’ market year than we have experienced lately. The unusual part about 2018 so far has been the high correlations 
between various asset classes—that is, many asset classes that typically move inverse to each other are moving in similar trends. We also saw this in Q4 
2017, but the direction was positive. An uptrend with many short-term dips along the way is far more ‘normal’, and is actually far healthier for markets. 
Remember, short-term volatility is the price we pay for higher long-term returns. 

 
Don’t Let Normal Market Behavior Stress You Out! 
We expect a more normal environment ahead. This may include days or weeks with large moves up and down. And we remain bullish on the market’s 
potential—despite increased volatility—because market fundamentals are strong. The forward stock price/earnings ratio and the price-to-book value ratio for 
the S&P 500 are right on target, in line with the 25-year averages (currently at 16.4X and 2.9X respectively). Unemployment is currently at 4.1%, well below 
the 50-year average of 6.2%, and the Federal Reserve’s rate hikes have continued in a predictable and measured fashion after Jerome Powell became the 
Fed Chairman this year. We have positive signs for continued growth in equities, and gradually increasing rates are a positive for bond investors and savers 
in general. It is never a bad time to save but the times are getting even better! 
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“Nobody ever made a dime panicking.”—Jim Cramer, Mad Money 
 
Wise advice from Jim Cramer, the screaming stock guy on TV? We were 
surprised too, but he’s right. The key thing to avoid in a volatile market is 
reacting emotionally to market movements. Selling in response to short-term 
volatility only locks in losses. The return you need to recover from a loss is 
nearly 2:1, and becomes larger as the loss gets larger.  As you can see in the 
graphic, this places a huge burden on your portfolio for equities to soar higher 
to recover the losses. 
 
We are not suggesting a static “buy and hold” approach, or putting your head in 
the sand. Rather, stay disciplined with your asset allocation while searching for 
opportunities within each asset class and regularly rebalancing for value.  
 
The average annual total return for stocks over a 20-year period is 11.2%. For 
bonds, it’s 5.9%. Despite the cacophony from media outlets, always be mindful 
of your long-term point of view. 
 
Please rest assured your portfolio is designed to reach your specific financial 
goals, while withstanding a variety of market conditions. In fact, we regularly 

monitor portfolio holdings, and stress-test your portfolio using thousands of potential market scenarios to create a Retirement Income Security Projection and 
income plan as you near retirement age.  
 

Be well, have a happy spring, and as always, please reach out to us with your questions. 
 
Commentary Disclosure 
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance 
that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken 
by Halpern Financial), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this Commentary will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated 
historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or 
applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this 
Commentary serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from Halpern Financial.  Please remember to contact Halpern Financial, in writing, 
if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or 
services.  Halpern Financial is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the Commentary content should be construed as legal or accounting 
advice.  A copy of the Halpern Financial’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request. 
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